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Overview: Accurate characterization of phased array antenna systems, typically in an indoor anechoic chamber environment, is desired prior to field deployment for communications and radar applications. This tutorial reviews various measurement techniques currently being applied to characterize phased array antennas – both for determination of the far-field patterns and for element diagnostics and array alignment. Theory behind the methods and examples of measurement using the following techniques will be discussed:

- Planar near-field
- Spherical near-field
- Compact range and far-field
- Focused near-field - adaptive array

Other phased array measurement topics including array mutual coupling, scan reflection coefficient, and element gain measurements will be presented.
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Abstract/Outlines of The Presentations
Phased Array Antenna Measurements Using Near-Field Techniques

Alan J. Fenn, PhD, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, USA

- Introduction / background
- Basic array parameters and measurements
  - Array mutual coupling
  - Scan reflection/transmission coefficients
  - Element gain
- Phased array antenna measurement techniques
  - Introduction
  - Measurement Techniques
    - Far-field
    - Compact range
    - Focused near-field
    - Near-field scanning
    - Planar near-field scanning for low-sidelobe arrays
      - Theory
      - Results
- Summary

Integration, Calibration and Verification of Phased Array Subsystems in a Planar Near-Field Facility,

Dayel Garneski, Raytheon, USA

- Phased array architectures
- Examples of deployed systems
- Phased array subsystem integration tasks
- Phased array subsystem calibrations:
  - Element state
  - Array magnitude/phase taper
  - Time delay unit
  - Subaperture channel balance
- Phased array subsystem verification
- Back projection: resolution limit, adaptation to array model, usage in calibration
- Phased array calibration example
- Examples of measurement system errors:
  - Temperature drift,
  - Leakage,
  - Periodic errors,
  - Beam pointing
- Power density mapping
A Spherical Near-Field Facility to Support Calibration of Analog and Digital Array Antennas and Verification of System Performance

Dr. Charles Kryzak, PhD, Lockheed Martin, USA

Abstract The development of independent digitally controlled transmitter and receiver phased array channel architectures has driven LM to address the difficult aspect of array-level channel balancing and equalization. To support this development, LM-Ground Based Radar Division has designed and constructed a very large “fully RF-shielded” Spherical Near-field Anechoic Chamber facility at its Syracuse, NY location. The commissioning of this facility is to begin in June 2010.

The choice of spherical near-field scanning was made to enable the measurement of far sidelobes and direct backlobes of the radar antenna pattern. The RF shielding is rated up through 18 GHz and the RF absorber is rated from the lower UHF through 40 GHz. The chamber absorber and HVAC system are designed to sustain average incident power levels in excess of 1500 Watts/sq-meter, allowing for operation of the antenna at high peak power levels.

The electronic data acquisition system was designed to address the testing of phased array systems with a variety of architectures: either analog-controlled or fully independent digitally controlled transmit functions plus digital I/Q channelized receive functions. To establish accurate pair-wise channel amplitude and phase mismatch, careful attention has been paid to transmit and receive “real-time” pulse I/Q characterization, together with receive channel amplitude and phase ripple equalization.

Techniques have been developed which address the more difficult test requirements dictated by independent “distributed” waveform generation which are driven by the subtle stable reference receiver-function required to remove residual measurement phase wander.

Adaptive Phased Array Antenna Measurements Using Focused Near-Field Techniques

Alan J. Fenn, PhD, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, USA

- Introduction / background
- Adaptive array testing considerations
- Comparison of far-field and near-field interference
- Focused near-field adaptive nulling test concept and simulations
- Adaptive phased array test bed and measurements
- Summary
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